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ABSTRACT: A growing number of diseases are being linked to protein misfolding and
amyloid formation. Recently, p53 was also shown to associate into amyloid aggregates,
raising the question of whether cancer development is associated with protein
aggregation as well. However, a lack of suitable tools has hampered the evaluation of
their clinical relevance. Herein, we report an enzyme-linked-immunosorbent-assay
(ELISA) system based on a polyionic, high-molecular-weight ligand that speciﬁcally
captures aggregated oligomers and amyloid proteins. We proved that naturally occurring
tetramers of p53 are not bound, but high-molecular-weight aggregates are bound and
subsequently detected. For the ﬁrst time, this assay allows the quantitative detection of
p53 aggregates from cell lysates, which was demonstrated using 22 ovarian-cancer cell
lines as well as 7 patient-derived tumor tissues. The levels of p53 aggregates within the
missense-mutated tissue samples varied more than 12-fold. This simple, robust method
allows studying the abundance and clinical relevance of protein aggregates. This could help our understanding of the role of
protein misfolding in cancer or even in predicting therapy responses to aggregation-targeting drugs.

P

in abrogation of the tumor-suppressor functions of the wildtype protein.9 This suggests prion-like propagation of intracellular p53, which could be involved in the dominant negative
eﬀects observed and might also be the cause of the loss-offunction and gain-of-function abilities of p53. Recently, Ghosh
et al. showed strong evidence that amyloid species of fulllength p53 are transmissible from cell to cell, further proof for
its prion-like behavior.10
A prerequisite to exploiting and unraveling the relevance of
p53 aggregates is an assay that allows speciﬁc and reproducible
detection. The methods that are currently in use show major
drawbacks. State-of-the-art techniques include an A11
antioligomer−p53 colocalization staining assay. The A11
antibody was reported to detect preﬁbrillar oligomers, without
binding natively folded precursor proteins or monomers.11
However, given the possibility that other aggregated proteins
might also be present in the same cell compartment,
incidentally colocalizing with a p53 signal, makes this a
method of limited speciﬁcity. The same applies for dot-plot
assays using the A11 antibody in combination with p53
immunostaining. Similarly, amyloid-speciﬁc dyes, such as
Thioﬂavin-T or Congo Red, have been used previously.
Other methods include atomic-force microscopy, the use of
which is limited because it requires special equipment. Native-

rotein folding is a tightly controlled process, but it is
nevertheless error-prone, especially at advanced ages. In
the case of errors during the folding process, functional
proteins are converted into intractable aggregates. Although we
do not fully understand the functions and consequences of
amyloid formation with respect to the development of diﬀerent
types of disorders, recent evidence suggests that amyloid
formation is certainly not a rare phenomenon. In fact, the
current literature reports approximately 50 diseases to be
associated with protein aggregation.1−4 Most of them represent
a huge burden for today’s society and are considered incurable,
such as, for example, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease,
and diabetes. Recently, the tumor-suppressor protein p53 was
also described as associating into amyloid-like or prion-like
aggregates, raising the question of whether cancer development
is associated with amyloid formation as well.5−7
p53 is deregulated in more than 50% of human cancers, with
the highest frequency observed in ovarian cancer (OC). Highgrade serous OC (HGSOC), representing the most dominant
and aggressive type, is characterized by an almost absolute
abundance of TP53 mutations (>95%).8 In more than 90% of
cases, these mutations target the core domain of the protein,
resulting in the destabilization of this region of low
thermodynamic stability. Considering the crucial functions of
p53, the guardian of the genome, this aggregation might
promote tumor formation and malignancy. Ano Bom et al.
showed that a seed of R248Q p53C amyloid oligomers and
ﬁbrils accelerated the aggregation of wild-type p53C, resulting
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(Microsens Biotechnologies), transferred to the Seprionligand-coated plate, and incubated for 100 min at room
temperature (RT). Then, the plate was washed ﬁve times with
0.1% PBS-Tween (PBS-T) to remove unbound material. The
captured p53 aggregates were detected with the anti-p53
antibody (diluted 1:300 in antibody diluent comprising 0.1%
PBS-T, 4% BSA, 1% milk powder, and 0.15 M NaCl) while
being incubated at RT for 1 h. After three washes with PBS-T,
the HRP-labeled secondary antibody (1:1000) was added.
After incubation at RT for 45 min, the plate was washed ﬁve
times, TMB substrate was added to each well, and the plates
were incubated in the dark at RT for 25 min. HRP-mediated
color development was terminated with Stop solution, and the
absorbance was measured. Each sample was analyzed in
duplicate. For the quantiﬁcation, the measured p53-aggregate
values were normalized for the total protein input and
absorbance
multiplied by 1000 for better readability: total protein × 1000.

gel electrophoresis followed by Western-blot analysis represents a rather speciﬁc alternative but with limited possibilities
for quantiﬁcation and high hands-on time. Discrepancies
concerning the nuclear and cytoplasmic location of p53
aggregates, which may be due to diﬀerent analytical
techniques, have been reported.12,13
Here, we describe the use of an enzyme-linked-immunosorbent-assay (ELISA)-based technology that provides a tool
for the rapid and high-throughput detection of p53 aggregates
in cell lysates derived from cell lines or fresh-frozen tumor
tissue. The Seprion-ELISA is capable of capturing aggregated
amyloid proteins because of the surface being coated with the
Seprion ligand. This ligand is a high-molecular-weight,
polyionic polymer, which in combination with the provided
capture buﬀer is able to speciﬁcally bind aggregated amyloid
proteins, whereas unaggregated protein is washed away. On the
basis of this principle, we demonstrated that the SeprionELISA speciﬁcally captures high-molecular-weight p53, whereas tetramers and octamers are not detected.

Samples with an arbitrary unit <1 were considered as
aggregation negative, and samples with an arbitrary unit >1
were considered as aggregation positive.
Additionally, fresh-frozen tumor-tissue specimens of seven
patients with HGSOC were analyzed for the presence of p53
aggregates. All samples were collected in accordance with the
institutional review boards (EK 260/2003). Informed consent
was obtained from each participant. A tumor-cell content of at
least 50% was ensured by a pathologist via cryosectioning and
subsequent staining using an anti-cytokeratin 8, 18, and 19
antibody (2A4, Enzo Life Sciences) and hematoxylin counterstaining. For the p53−Seprion-ELISA, the tissue was weighed
and pulverized using a Micro-Dismembrator U (B. Braun
Melsungen AG). Subsequently, 2.5% (w/v) lysates were
prepared by adding ice-cold RIPA buﬀer including a Protease
Inhibitor Cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich), vortexing, and incubating
on ice for 5 min. Then, the lysates were immediately frozen on
dry ice and stored at −80 °C. The analysis was conducted
within 4 days after sample preparation. Similar to the
quantiﬁcation of the aggregates in cell lines, the measured
aggregate values of the fresh-frozen tissues were normalized to
the protein input and also to the number of tumor cells
100
contained in the tissue specimen: absorbance ×

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Cell-Line Characterization. All cell lines were obtained
from the American Type Culture Collection, European
Collection of Authenticated Cell Cultures or outside
collaborators and cultivated in RPMI-1640 media (Thermo
Fisher Scientiﬁc), supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS,
penicillin (1%), and streptomycin (1%). Cells were maintained
at 5% CO2 at 37 °C. STR-DNA-proﬁle analysis was used for
cell-line veriﬁcation. In addition, TP53 mutations speciﬁed for
each cell line in the IARC TP53 Database were conﬁrmed by
Sanger Sequencing.
p53−Seprion-ELISA. The reagents used were included in
the Seprion-ELISA kit (96-well plate Seprion I, capture buﬀer
I) except the TMB substrate and the Stop solution (SigmaAldrich). An anti-p53 DO-1 (Merck, Santa Cruz Biotechnologies) primary antibody and an IgG HRP-linked secondary
antibody (Cell Signaling Technology) were used. Absorbance
was measured at 450 nm using a plate reader (BMG Labtech).
The color intensity is related to the captured mass of
aggregated p53. The overall turnaround time for the p53−
Seprion-ELISA is approximately 5 h.
The Seprion technology was developed by Microsens
Biophage Ltd. for the isolation and detection of a diverse
range of protein aggregates. For example, the technology is
used in the commercial test for aggregated prion protein in the
bovine-spongiform-encephalopathy HerdChek assay (Idexx
Laboartories, Inc.) and for the study of other aggregated
proteins such as β-amyloid in Alzheimer’s disease, α-synuclein
in Parkinson’s disease, huntingtin in Huntington’s disease, and
cystatin-related epididymal spermatogenic protein.14−22 We
established and optimized the p53−Seprion-ELISA in order to
be used for testing lysates derived from cell lines or freshfrozen tissue. Further, the linearity of the assay was established
using 12 dilutions of the cell line OVCAR-3 measured in
triplicates ranging from 3 to 400 μg/mL protein. The cell lines
were harvested at a conﬂuency of 70−80% using 0.05%
Trypsin-EDTA (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc). The cell numbers
were determined using a Countess Automated Cell Counter
(Invitrogen); 50 000 cells per well were applied for analysis.
Cells were lysed in 1% Triton-X 100/PBS on ice for 30 min.
The p53−Seprion-ELISA was performed according to the
manufacturer’s instructions with slight modiﬁcations: Brieﬂy,
100 μL of lysate was mixed with 25 μL of 5× Capture Buﬀer I

total protein

percent of tumor cells

× 1000. Again, tumor tissues with an arbitrary unit <1 were
considered as aggregation negative, and tumor tissues with an
arbitrary unit >1 were considered as aggregation positive.
Native PAGE−Western Blot. The cell lines PEO23 and
COV362 were seeded in a T-75 ﬂask and allowed to reach 70−
80% conﬂuency before harvesting. They were detached using
0.05% Trypsin-EDTA and lysed in an appropriate amount of
ice-cold 1% Triton/TBS with the Protease Inhibitor Cocktail
(Sigma) on ice for 30 min. The COV362 cell line was
incubated with 5% SDS for 1 h to disperse the high-molecularweight smear. Then, all lysates were centrifuged at 8000g at 4
°C for 15 min to pellet cell debris. The COV362 lysate as well
as the SDS-digested fraction were collected and stored at −80
°C. Ultracentrifugation of the cell line PEO23 was done using
Nanosep 300K and 3K Centrifugal Devices (PALL). First, the
cell lysate was transferred to a 300K Nanosep Centrifugal
Device and centrifuged at 14 000g until the lysate was reduced
to less than 100 μL (i.e., ﬁltride). The ﬁltride, containing the
high-molecular-weight p53 aggregates, was collected and
stored at −80 °C. The resulting ﬁltrate was applied to a 3K
Nanosep Centrifugal Device and centrifuged at 14 000g. Again,
B
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the ﬁltride was reduced to less than 50 μL, collected, and
stored at −80 °C. Then, 12 μg of the 300K protein fraction, 12
μg of the unﬁltered lysate, and 4 μg of the 3K protein fraction,
as well as 12 μg of each COV362 sample were analyzed by BNPAGE (NativePAGE Novex Bis-Tris Gel System, Thermo
Fisher Scientiﬁc) as described previously.23 After blotting, the
membrane was incubated with the anti-p53 DO-1 antibody
(1:200) for 2 h at RT and subsequently incubated with the
horseradish-peroxidase (HRP)-labeled secondary antibody
(1:2000) for 1 h at RT. Chemiluminescent signals were
visualized using the Pierce ECL Western Blotting Substrate
(Thermo Fisher).
microBCA. To determine the protein concentrations of the
lysates, the microBCA protein assay (Thermo Fisher
Scientiﬁc) was used according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. The absorbance was measured at 580 nm, and
each measurement was performed in triplicate.
Statistics. The number of biological replicates is listed in
the ﬁgure legends. Assignment into the p53-aggregation
subgroups positive (+) and highly positive (++) is based on
a boxplot analysis performed with IBM SPSS Statistics 21. Data
sets were tested by unpaired t tests with Welch’s correction
using GraphPad Prism 6. Values of p < 0.05 were considered
signiﬁcant.

the high-molecular-weight p53 from the smaller fraction. Then,
the remaining ﬁltrate, containing monomeric, dimeric,
tetrameric, and octameric p53, was further puriﬁed using the
3 kDa ﬁlter. SDS denaturation was used as a second approach
for removing the high-molecular-weight fraction. The protocol
used was adapted from a procedure for evaluating the stability
of p53 aggregates.24 Figure 2 shows the result of the ﬁltration
experiment as well as the SDS denaturation using BN-PAGE
followed by Western-blot analysis. Further, equal amounts of
the respective samples (4 μg of each PEO23 sample and 9 μg
of each COV362 sample) were analyzed using the p53−
Seprion-ELISA. The absorbance for the total lysate of the
PEO23 cell line (lane 1) was 2.417. A much higher signal was
measured for the 300 kDa fraction (1.248), whereas only a
very weak signal was measured in the 3 kDa fraction (0.115).
In addition, the high-molecular-weight p53 of cell line
COV362 was dispersed by incubation with 5% SDS as a
protein-denaturing agent. As can be seen in lane 5, the smear
was entirely resolved and SDS-stable tetramers along with
monomeric p53 appeared. The COV362 lysate (lane 4)
showed an absorbance of 3.245, whereas the absorbance of the
fraction containing tetramers and monomers was only 0.084.
These results prove that the p53−Seprion-ELISA is highly
speciﬁc in capturing aggregated p53 only and that the signal is
not proportional to the total amount of p53 protein present in
the respective sample.
Analysis of p53 Aggregates in Ovarian-Cancer Cell
Lines. We analyzed 22 ovarian-cancer cell lines for the
presence of p53 aggregates. Eleven cell lines carried TP53
missense mutations, seven cell lines carried a nonsense
mutation or deletion, and four cell lines expressed wild-type
p53 (Table 1). Ten of the 11 missense-mutated cell lines
(90.9%) showed a measurable signal for aggregated p53 in the
ELISA (Figure 3). These cell lines were further subgrouped on
the basis of a boxplot analysis, which classiﬁed cell lines with an
aggregation value higher than 10.7 as outliers. These outliers
are stated as highly positive (++), whereas all other cell lines
are grouped as positive (+). The only aggregation-negative
missense-mutated cell line was 2774, which carries a TP53
p.R273H mutation, previously described as a contact mutation.
In contrast, the TP53 mutations present in cell lines OVCAR-3
(p.R248Q) and TOV112D (p.R175H) are known as structural
mutations. The wild-type TP53 cell line A2780 also showed a
positive signal in the ELISA, whereas the other cell lines of this
category were negative. Likewise, none of the cell lines with
TP53 deletions or nonsense mutations showed detectable
levels of p53 aggregates. The signiﬁcant induction of p53
aggregation in the missense-mutated cell lines was statistically
conﬁrmed (missense vs wild type, p = 0.0081; missense vs
nonsense, p = 0.005).
Analysis of p53 Aggregates in Ovarian-Cancer
Tissues. Subsequently, the assay was adapted for use on
fresh-frozen tumor tissue. We quantiﬁed the amount of p53
aggregates in tumor-tissue specimens from seven patients with
HGSOC (listed in Table 2). Tumors of four patients carried a
missense mutation, one carried a nonsense mutation, and two
had wild-type p53. Similar to the results obtained from cell
lines, we detected a higher aggregate load in TP53-missensemutated cells. In wild-type and nonsense-mutated samples, p53
aggregates were not measurable (shown in Figure 4).
To compare the results of the p53−Seprion-ELISA with the
p53-expression pattern, immunohistochemistry staining of the
corresponding cryosections was performed. As can be seen in

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Evaluation of the Accuracy and Speciﬁcity of the
Assay. The linearity of the assay, as determined by measuring
12 concentrations of the p53-mutated cell line OVCAR-3 in
triplicate, was proven in the range of 12.5 to 150 μg/mL total
protein, resulting in an absorbance of 0.11 to 2.19 (R2 = 0.993,
Figure 1). The reproducibility of the assay was also

Figure 1. Absorbance versus concentration curve. Lysates of the
OVCAR-3 cell line were serially diluted. The assay linearity was
demonstrated from 12.5 to 150 μg/mL (R2 = 0.993). Data represent
mean values ± SD of triplicates.

demonstrated using OVCAR-3 cell lysates. For each test
point, 30 μg/mL total protein was applied. The intra-assay
coeﬃcient of variability (CV) was determined through
measurement of 14 test points. The inter-assay CV was tested
using two diﬀerent kits measuring 14 test points each (28 test
points in total). The intra-assay CV was below 14%, and the
inter-assay CV was below 16%.
In order to prove that the assay speciﬁcally detects
aggregates and not naturally occurring tetrameric p53, we
used 300K and 3K Nanosep Centrifugal Devices to fractionate
the protein lysate. First, the 300 kDa ﬁlter was used to separate
C
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Figure 2. BN-PAGE followed by Western-blot analysis of aggregated and low-molecular-weight p53, demonstrating the speciﬁcity of the p53−
Seprion-ELISA. Two diﬀerent cell lines were used: PEO23 (1) and COV362 (2). Ultraﬁltration with a 300 kDa ﬁlter successfully separated highmolecular-weight p53 (1). Further, 5% SDS entirely dispersed aggregated p53 (2). Subsequent ELISA analysis showed the speciﬁc binding of
aggregated p53 by the Seprion ligand. Seprion data represent the absolute absorbances of equal amounts of protein.

Table 1. Characteristics of the 22 Cell Lines Used in This Studya
cell line
2774
CAOV-4
COV318
COV362
ES-2
HOC7
IGROV1
OV-90
OVCAR-3
PEO23
TOV-112D
A2780
COV644
OAW42
TOV-21G
59M
Caov-3
COV504
OAW28
OV56
PEA2
SK-OV-3

origin

protein
change

p53-aggregation
status

missense
missense

p.R273Hb
p.V147Db

−
+

missense
missense
missense
missense
missense
missense
missense
missense
missense
wild typeb
wild typeb
wild typeb
wild typeb
FS deletionb
nonsenseb
FS deletionb
FS deletionb
FS deletionb
FS deletionb
FS deletionb

p.I195Fb
p.Y220Cb
p.S241Fb
p.C275Fc
p.Y126Cb
p.S215Rb
p.R248Qb
p.C277F
p.R175Hb

+
+
++
+
+
+
+
++
++
+
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

mutation type

ovarian endometrioid adenocarcinomaa
high-grade ovarian serous adenocarcinoma derived from metastatic site: subserosa of fallopian
tubea
high-grade ovarian serous adenocarcinoma derived from peritoneal ascitesa
high-grade ovarian adenocarcinoma derived from pleural eﬀusiona
ovarian clear-cell adenocarcinoma1a
ovarian serous adenocarcinoma derived from metastatic site: ascitesa
ovarian endometrioid adenocarcinomaa
ovarian adenocarcinoma derived from metastatic site: ascitesa
high-grade ovarian serous adenocarcinoma derived from metastatic site: ascitesa
ovarian cystadenocarcinoma derived from metastatic site: ascitesa
ovarian endometrioid adenocarcinomaa
ovarian endometrioid adenocarcinomaa
ovarian carcinoma1a
ovarian cystadenocarcinoma derived from metastatic site: ascitesa
ovarian clear-cell adenocarcinomaa
high-grade ovarian serous adenocarcinoma derived from metastatic site: ascitesa
high-grade ovarian serous adenocarcinomaa
ovarian carcinoma derived from metastatic site: pleural eﬀusiona
high-grade ovarian serous adenocarcinoma derived from metastatic site: ascitesa
ovarian serous adenocarcinoma derived from metastatic site: ascitesa
ovarian cystadenocarcinoma derived from metastatic site: ascitesa
ovarian serous cystadenocarcinoma derived from metastatic site: ascitesa

a

See ref 25. bSee ref 26. cSee ref 27.

tumor development and progression are still unanswered. This
is due to a lack in suitable methods as well as to the small sizes
of the sample collections that have been analyzed. A suitable
tool should allow for testing of patient material in a sensitive
and speciﬁc manner, allowing high-throughput analysis and a
quantitative assessment of p53 aggregates. We were able to
demonstrate that the p53−Seprion-ELISA eﬃciently detects
high-molecular-weight p53 aggregates, whereas tetramers and
octamers are not bound by the Seprion ligand. Thus, the
ELISA described within this work fulﬁlls all of the
aforementioned criteria. The intra- and inter-assay variabilities

Figure 5, cases carrying missense mutations showed strong p53
staining, whereas cases with wild-type p53 or nonsense
mutations had no detectable p53. These protein-expression
patterns are in accordance with the p53−Seprion-ELISA
results.
Several groups were able to prove the existence of p53
aggregates in cancer cells using, for example, colocalization
assays, native-gel electrophoresis, or transmission electron
microscopy. Still, questions regarding the roles of cofactors
inﬂuencing the formation of these amyloid structures, the time
point at which these structures arise, and their impact on
D
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with that of wild-type p53. This is in agreement with Ano Bom
et al., who were using A11−p53 colocalization assays.9
However, the amounts of p53 aggregates varied signiﬁcantly
in the missense-mutated patient-derived cell lines and tumortissue specimens.
Several authors hypothesize that the aggregation propensity
varies depending on the codon that is aﬀected by a mutation
and whether these are considered structural or contact
mutations. Previously, diﬀerent software was used to calculate
and predict the aggregation propensity of p53. Xu and
colleagues made use of the VMD software and referred to
residues 251−257 as highly aggregation-prone.23 Similarly,
Soragni et al., who used the ZipperDB software, proposed that
the region between codons 252 and 258 within the DNAbinding domain shows the highest aggregation propensity.13
Our cell-line results conﬁrmed that a high level of p53
aggregates was present in cells aﬀected by structural mutations
(OVCAR-3 and TOV-112D), whereas cell line 2774, carrying
a contact mutation, was the only missense-mutated cell line in
which no aggregates could be detected. Clearly, this data
justiﬁes analyzing a large set of ovarian-carcinoma tissues in
order to verify the predictions of various software programs
and to determine if the presence of a speciﬁc mutation is
responsible for certain levels of aggregated p53. The expected
results will add to the understanding of the clinical relevance of
p53 aggregates and will be especially relevant for HGSOC
patients, as nearly all of these tumors harbor TP53 mutations.
However, the prognostic and predictive value of the mutational
status has been discussed contradictorily.28−31 Possibly, the
p53-aggregation status and the amount of p53 aggregates will
provide better, therapy-relevant information. Furthermore,
these TP53 mutations are known to occur very early during
ovarian-carcinoma development. In fact, even the precursor
lesions, the so-called serous tubal intraepithelial carcinomas
(STICs), have been described as carrying TP53 mutations in
over 90% of cases.32
Prion-like proteins are also potential therapeutic targets
themselves. Again, especially for patients suﬀering from
HGSOC there is a strong need for new therapeutic strategies.
Recently, Soragni et al. developed a cell-penetrating peptide,
called ReACp53, designed to rescue wild-type p53 functions.
This peptide aims at masking the aggregation-prone segment
of p53, which is exposed through the presence of a mutation
and as a result leads to p53 aggregation and inactivation.
ReACp53 is intended to shift the folding equilibrium to
functional, wild-type-like p53.13 Another example of a drug
aiming at restoring the wild-type function of p53 is the small
molecule PRIMA-1. It directly aﬀects the conformation of
mutant p53 and has been shown to result in upregulation of
several p53 target genes.33,34
p53 aggregation has also been discussed as being involved in
the development of platinum resistance, which, despite high
initial response rates, emerges in almost all HGSOC patients.35
Yang-Hartwich and his group identiﬁed a population of
ovarian-cancer stem cells (OCSCs) isolated from ovariancancer samples. These OCSCs are resistant to currently
available chemotherapeutic agents, including platinum-based
agents. The OCSCs were costained for aggregates and p53 and
showed widespread colocalization. The correlation between
p53-aggregation status and chemoresistance is important for
understanding the poor prognosis of HGSOC patients.
Therefore, p53 aggregation is a potential therapeutic target
for reversing chemoresistance and, thus, increasing the survival

Figure 3. p53−Seprion-ELISA analysis of 22 ovarian-cancer cell lines.
A missense mutation resulted in a p53-aggregate speciﬁc signal,
whereas wild-type and nonsense-mutated cell lines showed no
aggregate formation, with the exception of the cell line A2780. Data
absorbance
represent total protein × 1000; statistical testing was by unpaired t tests
with Welch’s correction. **p < 0.005; n.s. = not signiﬁcant.

Table 2. Characteristics of the Seven HGSOC Tissues
Analyzed within This Study
sample
ID

tumor
histologya

mutation
type

protein
change

p53-aggregation
status

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

HGSOC
HGSOC
HGSOC
HGSOC
HGSOC
HGSOC
HGSOC

missense
missense
missense
missense
wild type
wild type
nonsense

M246Y
R273H
L194P
H168L

+
+
+
+
−
−
−

a

HGSOC, high-grade serous ovarian cancer.

Figure 4. p53−Seprion-ELISA analysis of fresh-frozen tumor tissue of
100
HGSOC patients. Data represent absorbance ×
× 1000.
total protein

percent of tumor cells

Figure 5. Representative p53-protein staining in missense- and
nonsense-mutated tumors, as well as in tumors with wild-type p53.
Scale bars represent 200 and 50 μm.

are within acceptable ranges for research purposes but need
further improvement for use of the assay as a routine
diagnostic test.
Our ELISA-based results showed that the p53-aggregation
tendency was higher for missense-mutated proteins, compared
E
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rate of these patients.36 As a consequence, a (companion)
diagnostic test is needed to identify the patients that have a
high chance of responding to these new therapies.
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■

CONCLUSIONS
The ability to perform quantitative, speciﬁc analysis of p53
aggregates opens a series of possibilities for further
investigation of the prion-like behavior of p53 and its clinical
impact. The p53−Seprion-ELISA has great potential in
determining the p53-aggregate level as a predictive marker
for diﬀerent drugs, such as ReACp53 or PRIMA-1. Additionally, it enables in vitro testing to evaluate the eﬃcacy of other,
future aggregate-diminishing drugs. Given the important
functions of p53 and the eﬀects of amyloid proteins in other
diseases, p53 aggregation and its impact need to be
investigated in more detail.
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